This study, which aims to put forward a work of analysis in the field of semiotics, attempted to present graduate thesis works that examined written texts with the method of semiotics within a unity and thus aimed to facilitate access to the different studies that used the semiotic method. Within the scope of the study carried out on the basis of content analysis, 41 graduate thesis works, in which semiotic analysis methods were applied to written texts, were reached. The type and publication year of graduate thesis works, university, institution and department/discipline where the thesis was prepared, language of the published thesis works, population and sampling of theses and the type of written texts in the analyzed works were all determined in the analyzed thesis works by the help of a form used as a data collection tool. The obtained data were presented through frequency tables. It was seen that out of 41 graduate thesis works analyzed within the study, 26 of them were master's thesis, 15 of them were doctoral dissertations, the number of thesis work were gradually increasing at present time, master's thesis works and doctoral dissertations were prepared in 16 and 6 different universities respectively, and the majority of thesis works were prepared at social sciences institute and the department of French language and literature in French language. 48 different textbooks, works, author or poet and 211 texts were selected as the population/group of the study in the sampling graduate thesis works. In addition, it was understood that most of the written texts in these works were chosen from story, novel and fairy tale genres.
Introduction
The term semiotics was used to indicate an element produced by the combination of a signified and signifier in the field of linguistics. Indicator, generally outside its own function, comes to mean anything used to signify something for a specific purpose (Başkan, 2003; Barthes, 1979) . Everything that establishes communication by evoking that thing and represents another thing even though it 1 Dr., Teacher of Turkish Language and Literature, MEB, okercanturk@gmail.com in recent years in Turkey. These analysis works can be exemplified according to their respective fields as follows: Turkish language teaching: (Çoşkun, Özçakmak & Balcı, 2012; Doğan & Özçakmak, 2014; Elbir & Yıldız, 2012; Göçen & Okur, 2015; Varışoğlu, Şahin & Göktaş, 2013) , Teaching Natural Sciences: (Çalık, Ünal, Çoştu & Karataş, 2008; Sözbilir & Kutu, 2008) , Teaching Geography: (İncekara, 2009 ), Teaching Mathematics: (Ulutaş & Ubuz, 2008) , Educational Sciences/Research: (Göktaş, Hasançebi et al., 2012; Karadağ, 2009; Selçuk, Palancı, Kandemir & Dündar, 2014) , Educational Technology: (Göktaş, Küçük et al., , 2012; Şimşek et al., 2008; Şimşek et al., 2009 ).
These studies provide guidance for researchers of the related fields. Similarly, an analysis work in the field of semiotics will provide information to the researchers about the studies that were already presented while collecting works in related fields under one roof. An analysis work, which will be carried out on semiotics, will reveal what was already studied and what was not yet studied about the topic and this will guide researchers in their future studies. In addition, an analysis work in this field will also provide the opportunity for researchers to make comparison between studies.
It is necessary to conduct studies that involve in-depth analysis in order for an analysis work on semiotics to carry out this function. This will restrict the comprehensive scope of semiotics and it will also be possible by conducting analysis between studies in same fields and same types.
Keeping these requirements in mind, this study that aims at presenting an analysis work on semiotics is limited by the field of written semiotics and the graduate thesis works that analyzed written texts by semiotic method and were prepared in Turkey.
This analysis work aimed to present graduate thesis works which analyze written texts with semiotic method in unity and thus to facilitate easy access to the different studies in which semiotic method were used. In addition, presenting which written texts were analyzed by semiotic method and providing guidance to the future researchers constitute another purpose of the study. In this regard, the sub-objectives of this study are listed below:
Of the graduate thesis work in which written texts were analyzed by semiotic method;  How do they range according to thesis type?
 How do they range according to the year of publication?
 How are they distributed according to the universities where they were prepared?  How are they distributed according to the institute where they were prepared?  How are they distributed according to the department where they were prepared? . Trends in research in which written texts are analyzed in terms of semiotics: Content analysis of graduate thesis within the periods of 1985 . International Journal of Human Sciences, 12(2), 1309 -1333 1313  How do they range according to the language of publication?
 How do they range according to the population of the research?
 How do they range according to the sampling of the research?
 How do they range according to the types of the analyzed written texts?
In line with these objectives and sub-objectives, written texts taken from 41 graduate thesis works, accessed from YOK National Thesis Center and Central Library of Istanbul University, were analyzed by semiotic method.
Methodology
Aiming to present an analysis work in the field of semiotics and analyzing written texts taken from graduate thesis works with this aim by semiotic method, this study was carried out on the basis of content analysis. Cohen, Manion & Morrison (2007) stated that content analysis was a method used in organizing, classifying, comparing texts and deducing theoretical results from them.
The reason behind in the preference of content analysis in this study can be explained by analyzing the documents related the topic of study in details and bringing similar data together through the specified criteria.
Population/Sampling
The population of the study consisted of researches in which written texts were analyzed by semiotic method.
Semiotic analysis method involves reading. But, here reading is different from common reading because commong reading is mostly interested in surface meaning. According to Rifat'a (2011) , the acquisition of reading in the sense of semiotic analysis requires more intense, more careful, more sensitive and more theoretical effort: Semiotic analysis (structure-disarrangement and structure reestablishment) is an act of re-establishing and re-structuring by extricating and disarranging the structure whose existence was accepted. In the acquisition of reading in this sense, each original text and each originally meaningful system for semiotician will also be source of scientific invention in terms of theoretical model.
Reader in semiotic reading is in pursuit of meaning behind the obvious not on the surface of the text. According to Demir (2009) , semiotics that aims at analyzing a meaningful whole adopted a hypothetical and deductive method and developed a theory of signification. Semiotics aims at presenting a meaningful whole through a metalanguage if it consisted of which significant semantic layers. . Trends in research in which written texts are analyzed in terms of semiotics: Content analysis of graduate thesis within the periods of 1985 . International Journal of Human Sciences, 12(2), 1309 -1333 . doi: 10.14687/ijhs.v12i2.3229 1314 In semiotic analysis, how well whatever intended to say in the text was said is more important than who said it. Therefore, semiotics explores the process of meaning production in text. In this process, semiotics starts from the idea that meaning arises from differences and contrasts like in structuralism.
In the process of achieving meaning by setting out from contrasts, it is necessary, according to İnceoğlu & Çomak (2009) , to analyze the text, whatever kind it may be (news, interviews, columns, headlines, symbol, advertisement, poster, stories, films, poetry, novel), by descending from the most superficial to the deepest plane.
Both realizing things implied by this text (universe of meanings) and comprehending and restructuring the format as well as the order (format of the content) of whatever said in them are attempted when analyzing a text. In other words, semiotic analysis leaves the features of expressional plane, i.e. linguistic and formal structures, at another place of event when approaching a meaningful whole (text) and directly heads towards the format of content plane (Rifat, 1996; Rifat, 2011) .
The population of the study, selected for this research, adopted this approach of semiotics and it consists of research that analyzed written texts by setting off from this approach. Research that discussed written texts only in terms of signs (signifier-signified) in texts or research that analyzed written texts semantic or textual linguistic points of views were not included in the population of the study.
The sampling of the study was created by selecting graduate thesis works prepared at universities in
Turkey from the population of the study where written texts were analyzed through semiotic method.
In this context, graduate thesis works at YOK National Thesis Center that are included in the scope of the study were accessed at first. Thesis works that were included in the sampling and those that were given access at YOK National Thesis Center were collected. Thesis works that were included within the scope of the study, but were not granted access at YOK National Thesis Center were provided access at the Central Library of Istanbul University.
Thus, 41 graduate thesis works in which semiotic analysis method was applied to written texts had been accessed in order to be analyzed within the scope of the study. . Trends in research in which written texts are analyzed in terms of semiotics: Content analysis of graduate thesis within the periods of 1985 
Data Collection Tool
A form, developed by the researcher as the data collection tool, was used in the study. Types and publication year of graduate thesis works, university, institution, department/discipline where thesis works were prepared, language of publication in thesis works, population and sampling and types of analyzed written texts were included in the created form. The finishing touches were given to the form with the help of domain experts and data on graduate thesis works analyzed within the scope of the research were collected in accordance with these headings.
Data Analysis
A template was created by inserting the headings in the data collection form in MS Excel program in order to collect data within the scope of the research. The data obtained from graduate thesis works within the scope of the research were filled with this template. Data, analyzed by descriptive content analysis were presented in tables.
Findings
In this section, data obtained within the scope of the research will be presented according to the titles included in data collection form that was prepared with the sub-objectives of the research.
The data obtained under this section, research, data collection will be presented according to the headings in the form prepared in accordance with sub-research purposes.
Findings Regarding the Types of Graduate Thesis Works within the Scope of the

Research
Graduate thesis works, included in the sampling of the research, were divided into two as master's thesis works and doctoral dissertations. The distribution of graduate thesis works, included in the sampling according to their types, can be shown as follows: It was seen when analyzing the distribution of graduate thesis works analyzed within the scope of the research according to their types that out of 41 graduate thesis works, 26 of them were master's theses and 15 of them were doctoral dissertations. According to this, it is possible to state that most . Trends in research in which written texts are analyzed in terms of semiotics: Content analysis of graduate thesis within the periods of 1985 Selecting a text or a work generally for the application of semiotic analysis method to the written texts and inadequacy of these for preparing a dissertation at doctoral level can be considered as a reason for this.
Preparing a dissertation doctoral level in which more than one written text or works are analyzed in terms of semiotics will provide more detailed information to researchers related to the owner, author, poet of the texts or textbooks.
Distribution of Graduate Thesis Work within the Scope of Research According to Publication Year
Graduate thesis works, in which written texts were analyzed through semiotic methods, were prepared at different periods from the past till the present. It was seen when looking at the acceptance dates of the graduate thesis works prepared with the aim of analyzing written texts through semiotic method within the scope of the research that they . Trends in research in which written texts are analyzed in terms of semiotics: Content analysis of graduate thesis within the periods of 1985 it is safe to state that the number of graduate thesis works, prepared with the aim of analyzing written texts through semiotic perspective, increased from the past to the present.
While one of the reasons behind the increase in this number can be stated as the recognition of semiotics, one of the other reasons is that doctoral dissertations have been prepared in the related field. In addition, it can be stated when looking at the distribution of graduate thesis works included in the sampling according to years that thesis works at master's level were prepared more than those at doctoral level. It can be declared that the preparation stage of doctoral dissertations that take long time might have an effect on this.
It can be mentioned when looking at the distribution of graduate thesis works within the scope of the research according to thesis types that doctoral dissertations began in 1993 in this field even though master's thesis works started in 1985. The reason behind this might be that doctoral dissertations in the early years focused on how to perform written text analysis through semiotic method instead of analyzing them.
Distribution of Graduate Thesis Works within the Scope of Research According to the
Universities they were prepared at
The distribution of graduate thesis works that were included within the sampling and analyze written texts through semiotic analysis method according to the universities they were prepared can be seen as follows: 18 different universities can be noticed when looking at the distribution of graduate thesis works that were included in the sampling and in which written texts were analyzed through semiotic method according to the universities they were prepared. This amount can be said to be inadequate when considering the number of universities in Turkey. While master's theses in the sampling were seen to be prepared in 16 different universities, doctoral dissertations were conducted in 6 different universities. It can be stated that the availability of experts on the field of semiotics who were employed at universities might have a share in this distribution.
It can be noticed when examining the distribution of graduate thesis works, included within the scope of the research, according to the universities they were prepared that Istanbul University is the institution in which thesis works on the related field were prepared the most in terms of number. It was followed by Atatürk University and Hacettepe University was secured 3 rd place in the ranking of universities in which graduate thesis works on the related field were prepared.
While Istanbul University was the institution in which master's theses were prepared the most in terms of number within the scope of the research, Hacettepe University and Istanbul University were seen to be the two institutions in which doctoral dissertations were conducted the most in number.
Distribution of Graduate Thesis Works within the Scope of Research According to the Institutions they were prepared
Graduate thesis works, included in the sampling, were prepared at different universities and university institutes. The distribution of graduate thesis works within the scope of the research according to the institutes in which they were prepared can be seen as follows: Out of 41 graduate thesis works analyzed within the scope of the study, 39 of them were seen to be prepared at Social Sciences Institute and 2 of them were conducted at Institute of Educational . Trends in research in which written texts are analyzed in terms of semiotics: Content analysis of graduate thesis within the periods of 1985 . International Journal of Human Sciences, 12(2), 1309 -1333 . doi: 10.14687/ijhs.v12i2.3229 1319 Sciences. It is an expected result to discover that thesis works on semiotics are administered mostly at Social Sciences Institutes since semiotics is included in the field of social sciences. However, thesis works that will be conducted at Institutes of Educational Sciences will contribute to the use of semiotic data in the field of education.
Distribution of Graduate Thesis Works within the Scope of Research According to the
Department /Discipline they were prepared
Graduate thesis works, included in the sampling, were prepared at different departments and disciplines. The distribution of graduate thesis works within the scope of the research according to the departments/disciplines in which they were prepared can be seen as follows: Testimonies specified on thesis works were used while determining the distribution of departments/disciplines in which graduate thesis works included within the scope of research. No department/discipline was mentioned in 13 of them in these thesis works. In addition, it was also seen that there was no unity among the testimonies of departments and disciplines specified on thesis works. For example, while French Language and Literature and Turkish Education were stated both as department and discipline, Turkish Language and Literature and New Turkish
Literature were mentioned as departments. . Trends in research in which written texts are analyzed in terms of semiotics: Content analysis of graduate thesis within the periods of 1985 . International Journal of Human Sciences, 12(2), 1309 -1333 . doi: 10.14687/ijhs.v12i2.3229 1320 It was noticed when examining the distribution of graduate thesis works, included in the sampling, according to department in which they were conducted that these thesis works were prepared at the departments of Western Languages and Literatures, Turkish Language and Literature and French
Language and Literature respectively. It was also seen while examining the distribution of graduate thesis works in the sampling according to the disciplines in which they were prepared that the discipline of French Language and Literature secured the first place. In this regard, French
Language and Literature can be said to be the department/discipline in which most number of graduate thesis works were prepared on the analysis of written texts in terms of semiotics. This is applicable for thesis works in both master's and doctoral levels.
Language of Publication
The distribution of graduate thesis works analyzed within the scope of the research according to the language of publication can be shown as follows: Three different languages, French, Turkish and Italian, can be seen when examining the publication language of the graduate thesis works included in the sampling. French became the most preferred language in the composition of thesis work in the related field. It was followed by Turkish and Italian languages.
Graduate thesis works in the scope of the research were mostly prepared in French language because they were carried out more in departments/disciplines of Western Languages and Literatures and French Language and Literature.
Distribution of Graduate Thesis Works in the Scope of Research According to the Target Population/Group
Different target population/group was determined with the aim of analyzing the written texts in graduate thesis works within the scope of the research through semiotic method. Distribution of graduate thesis works in the sampling according to target population/group can be shown as follows: In this context, it was discovered when looking at the target population/group in graduate thesis works in the sampling that they mostly included authors of literary texts/works. In this sense, J. M.
G. Le Clezio and Michel Tournier were the most preferred authors whose texts were selected for analysis. In addition to them, Ahmet Hamdi Tanpınar, Guy de Maupassant, Marcel Ayme, Murathan Mungan and Pertev Naili Boratav were also authors whose texts were chosen for analysis.
Distribution of Graduate Thesis Works within the Scope of Research According to Sampling Texts
Different written texts were selected in graduate thesis works within the scope of the research, in order to analyze them through semiotic method. The distribution of these texts can be shown as follows: A total of 211 texts/works were analyzed when looking at the texts/works studied in graduate thesis works within the scope of the research. In this regard, while texts/works of Ömer Seyfettin were analyzed the most, those of Murathan Mungan were the second and texts/works of Ahmet Hamdi Tanpınar were analyzed the third.
Distribution of Graduate Thesis Works within the Scope of Research According to Analyzed Text Type
The texts, selected for conducting analysis through semiotic method in graduate thesis works included within the scope of the research, were seen to be in different types. Distribution of written texts analyzed in graduate thesis works according to their types can be shown as follows: 211 written texts/works were analyzed in graduate thesis works discussed within the scope of the research through semiotic method. Stories were noticed to be the most preferred text type for conducting analysis when looking at what type of texts these written texts/works had been. Novels secured the second place and tales got the third place for performing analysis in graduate thesis works within the scope of the research.
In this context, event-based text types were seen to be preferred in graduate thesis works analyzed within the scope of the research for conducting analysis through semiotic method. The reason behind this can be that the discovery of the text production process and obtaining a deeper understanding of the text are said to be quite easier in event-based texts
Results and Discussion
Meaning is a phenomenon which proves to be difficult for people in the stages of recognition and interpretation and becomes an issue for subjective assessments during its interpretation. It is necessary to apply different text reading and analysis methods in order to assess meaning scientifically and objectively. One of these methods is semiotic method.
It is possible to come across to studies in literature that were prepared by using semiotic analysis method. In these studies, it is probable to state that semiotic method found application in areas such as law, cartoons, posters, theater, cinema, advertising, communications, linguistics, Turkish language and literature. In this regard, it is safe to say that semiotics is connected with many diverse disciplines.
However, it was thought that the lack of an analysis study related to the areas in which semiotic method was applied or studies in which semiotic method was used make it difficult for researchers . Trends in research in which written texts are analyzed in terms of semiotics: Content analysis of graduate thesis within the periods of 1985 . International Journal of Human Sciences, 12(2), 1309 -1333 . doi: 10.14687/ijhs.v12i2.3229 1326 to carry out new studies. But, an analysis study on semiotics will provide guidance to researchers in order to conduct more qualified and comprehensive researches. Imposing no restrictions for future analysis study only within the field of semiotics will be able to provide in-depth information to researchers related to this field. Teachers and researchers, who intend to follow the developments in educational research, are aimed to be informed by the study prepared with these objectives (Çalık & Sözbilir, 2014 works. It was seen in these works that doctoral dissertations were less in number than master's thesis works. These can be exemplified as such: (Doğan & Özçakmak, 2014; Elbir & Yıldız, 2012; Girmen, Kaya, Bayrak, 2010; Göçen & Okur, 2015; Kolaç, 2008; Yağmur Şahin, Kana & Varışoğlu, 2013) . This result is an expected outcome since producing a doctoral dissertation requires deeper studies and involves a longer process.
It was seen when looking at the acceptance dates of the graduate thesis works prepared with the aim of analyzing written texts through semiotic method within the scope of the research that they began in 1985. Graduate thesis works, conducted on the analysis of written texts in terms of semiotics, were seen to be produced every year in large proportions and number of these thesis works increased gradually up to the present. The recognition of semiotics and its association with other disciplines can be said to have a share in this. The increase was also seen in the number of thesis works conducted in different fields due to similar reasons. Gradual increase in the number of thesis works in Turkish education was also stated in the studies of Doğan & Özçakmak (2014) , and Yağmur Şahin, Kana & Varışoğlu (2013) . . Trends in research in which written texts are analyzed in terms of semiotics: Content analysis of graduate thesis within the periods of 1985 . International Journal of Human Sciences, 12(2), 1309 -1333 . doi: 10.14687/ijhs.v12i2.3229 1327 18 different universities can be noticed when looking at the distribution of graduate thesis works that were included in the sampling and in which written texts were analyzed through semiotic method according to the universities they were prepared. This amount can be said to be inadequate when considering the number of universities in Turkey. While master's theses in the sampling were seen to be prepared in 16 different universities, doctoral dissertations were conducted in 6 different universities. It can be stated that the availability of experts on the field of semiotics who were employed at universities might have a share in this distribution. While Istanbul University was the university in which master's thesis works were conducted the most in terms of quantity within the scope of the research, doctoral dissertations were seen to be carried at Hacettepe University and
Istanbul University the most in number. Hacettepe University was stated in the studies of Kolaç (2008) and Doğan & Özçakmak (2014) to be one of the universities in which most number of thesis works were conducted at doctoral level on writing and listening skills in Turkish language teaching.
It was seen that out of 41 graduate thesis works, 39 of them were conducted at social sciences institute and 2 of them were at educational sciences institute. It is an expected result that execution of studies on semiotics at social sciences institute since semiotics is included in social sciences as a discipline. However, number of graduate thesis works, conducted at departments associated with educational sciences institute, was seen to be less even though data from semiotics was also used in the field of education. There is a more need for graduate works in which semiotics and education will be linked together and whose results will contribute to the field of education. In this sense, conducting graduate thesis works in the related field at departments affiliated with the institute of educational sciences will provide a significant contribution to education. Because, as stated by Batur (2010) , semiotics addresses the elements of language, society and culture in a unified manner like mother tongue. Semiotics is seen as an area that can feed the native language with this aspect of it.
French Language and Literature department/discipline can be stated to be the department/discipline where most number of thesis works was conducted on the analysis of written texts in terms of semiotics when examining the distribution of graduate thesis works in the sampling according to the department/discipline. The multitude of these works can be said to contribute to the popularity of semiotics in Turkey. The most commonly used language in the preparation of graduate thesis works within the scope of the research was seen to be French with relation to the department/discipline.
It was noticed when examining the distribution of graduate thesis works, analyzed within the scope of the research, according to target population/ group that 48 different textbooks, works, authors or poets were selected as target population/group for analyzing the written texts in those thesis works. In this context, it was discovered when looking at the target population/group in graduate thesis works in the sampling that they mostly included authors of literary texts/works. In this sense, J. M. G. Le Clezio and Michel Tournier were the most preferred authors whose texts were selected for analysis. In addition to them, Ahmet Hamdi Tanpınar, Guy de Maupassant, Marcel Ayme, Murathan Mungan and Pertev Naili Boratav were also authors whose texts were chosen for analysis. Associating data from these works with Turkish education can be said to provide a significant contribution to teachers and students while selecting authors. In this sense, there is a need for the authors/poets that were suggested to students for reading in Turkish education to become subject of graduate thesis works.
A total of 211 texts/works were analyzed when looking at the texts/works studied in graduate thesis works within the scope of the research. In this regard, while texts/works of Ömer Seyfettin were analyzed the most, those of Murathan Mungan were the second and texts/works of Ahmet Hamdi Tanpınar were analyzed the third. It was seen when looking at the written texts analyzed in graduate thesis works within the scope of the research that only very few of them consisted of texts found in textbooks. A description was made in these thesis works by analyzing the texts in textbooks. However, text selection is an important issue in textbooks and there is a need for data from semiotics in this sense. In this regard, graduate thesis works, which reflect the necessary features of the texts to be included in textbooks and offer suggestion of texts for textbooks, can be considered to be essential.
Finally, what types of texts were included as written texts/works in the analyzed graduate thesis works in the sampling was considered within the scope of the research. According to this, texts in the form of stories were seen to be mostly chosen in thesis works for analysis. Novels were the second most chosen text type for analysis and fairy tales were the third most chosen text type. In this context, event-based text types were seen to be preferred for conducting analysis through semiotic method in graduate thesis works analyzed within the scope of the research. The reason behind this can be that the discovery of the text production process and obtaining a deeper understanding of the text are said to be quite easier in event-based texts. In addition to these, it was also noticed that only one sample each was analyzed from text types, such as epic, criticism and anecdotes, selected as sampling, but other text types, like legend and fable, were not included in the . Trends in research in which written texts are analyzed in terms of semiotics: Content analysis of graduate thesis within the periods of 1985 . International Journal of Human Sciences, 12(2), 1309 -1333 1329 studies included within the scope of the research. Need for studies on text types that were not studied previously or studied quite less in number can be stated according to this.
This study, which presented an analysis on graduate thesis works that analyze written texts through semiotic method, would be hoped to provide guidance for future studies in the field of semiotics and for different disciplines that make use of semiotic method. In this regard, the current status and inadequacies of the studies included in the sampling were attempted to be presented and suggestions related to the subject were offered. In addition to this, the following can be suggested for future studies:
 An analysis on graduate thesis works that analyze written texts through semiotic method was conducted in this study. Likewise, studies in other fields, such as painting, cinema and advertising, in which semiotic was used, can be conducted in a similar way.
 Studies of these types of analysis can also be carried out by analyzing articles in the field of semiotics.
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